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Analysis of Voyager images has led to a broad understanding of several aspects of the geology of Ganyrnede 
[l] but there is considerable uncertainty about the nature, formation, and evolution of the dark terrain, which 
comprises about 50% of the surface of the planet. Here we examine the major issues, focus on specific questions that 
need to be resolved, and highlight areas under study and targeted by the Galileo Solid State Imaging System to help 
resolve these issues. 

RESURFACING IN DARK TERRAIN. One of the most fundamental issues is the mode of 
emplacement of the dark terrain. The canonical model for the origin of dark terrain is that it is a nearly primordial, 
impact-generated surface in which craters have been flattened largely by viscous relaxation. The lower density of 
impact craters relative to Callisto is attributed to viscous relaxation in an early warm lithosphere [2-41. However, 
geologic mapping and studies of crater size frequency distribution have revealed evidence for widespread resurfacing 
by thin low albedo deposits likely formed by ice volcanism. Evidence for this includes: 1) smooth patches in 
topographic lows, 2) embayed large craters, and 3) a low density of small craters [5-91. Indeed, several estimates of 
the abundance of low-albedo ice-volcanic deposits suggest that they may account for an even greater amount of 
resurfacing than in light terrain [7,9]. Identification and mapping of these deposits is crucial; if they are correctly 
identified, their presence, location and abundance would place major constraints on the geophysical evolution of 
Ganymede and the mechanism for subsequent formation of light terrain. Furthermore, if the topography of dark 
terrain craters has been degraded by volcanic infilling as well as viscous relaxation, estimates of early heat flow based 
on crater topography [2] may be considerably overestimated. On the other hand, some resurfacing may be due to the 
presence of ancient palimpsests. Thus, in order to understand the early evolution of Ganymede we are focusing on 
developing criteria to gain accurate estimates of the extent and abundance of candidate low albedo ice volcanism in 
dark terrain. Voyager images of a number of areas show superposition and crosscutting relations of dark material, 
flattened craters, and furrows that help to establish the local history of crater obliteration, tectonism, and ice 
volcanism. One such area is located in southern Galileo Regio (21,144), where one observes cross-cutting furrows 
with several orientations, intervening patches of dark smooth material, and a crater apparently partly buried by 
material that emanated from a furrow. Galileo SSI plans to image this region at a resolution of 90 m/pixel on 
Encounter G 1. 

FORMATION OF DARK TERRAIN. Individual tectonic troughs (furrows) in dark terrain (and 
indeed similar features in light terrain), may have originated as graben, modified tension fractures, or ductile necking 
features [3,10-121. Voyager images have not resolved this issue but show variation in furrow morphology among 
different regions of dark terrain and among different furrow "sets" in the same dark terrain [9,13]. Grooves that occur 
in dark terrain are irregular. These morphologic differences could arise from mass wasting, differences in strain rate or 
thickness of the lithosphere [11,12], constructional ice-volcanism, or surface deformation due to ice-plutonism [14]. 
We chose four areas in northern Marius Regio (28,212; 32, 187; 39,202; 43, 189; 43, 190) to analyze these 
relationships in more detail and these are scheduled to be imaged on Encounter G2 at resolutions between about 90 
and 115 mlpixel. In addition, we have analyzed in detail a primary groove which crosscuts several furrows and 
evolves into an incipient groove lane (Anshar Sulcus; 12,191). This wedge-shaped groove lane occupies a portion of 
a single major groove thousands of kilometers in length and exhibits along-strike variations in the extent of both 
deformation and resurfacing by light material. The background terrain contains two major dark terrain units, a 
furrowed unit and one in which furrows have been obliterated, plus large craters in all states of preservation; this will 
be imaged at about 150 mlpixel on Encounter G8. 

GLOBAL STRUCTURE OF FURROWS. Measurements of orientations and arrangements of 
furrows have shown that they are organized on regional and probably global scales into three "systems." System 1 is 
composed of "arcuate furrows" in the anti-Jovian hemisphere noted to be arranged into a concentric system in earliest 
studies [3,15,16]. Later studies [9,24,25] showed that these are associated with perpendicular, sub-radially arranged 
furrows having varying crosscutting relations with the arcuate furrows. System 2 consists of narrow, linear troughs 
of extreme length (up to >I000 km), which are spaced widely and arranged radially to a point somewhere east of 
Marius Regio. They are consistently superposed on the arcuate furrows and are therefore younger. Their extent in the 
western part of the sub-Jovian hemisphere is unknown. System 3 is currently exposed in the sub-Jovian hemisphere, 
and contains an even more widespread system of more-or-less concentric furrows [9,18] or alternatively two 
overlapping sets [17]. Absence of these features in the anti-Jovian hemisphere suggests that they predate furrows 
there. There is controversy regarding whether furrow systems are in their initial configuration or were disrupted early 
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in the history of groove formation. It was originally suggested that Galileo Regio has been rotated left-laterally by 
-500 krn relative to Marius Regio, based on discontinuity in the trend of arcuate furrows across the intervening light 
terrain (Uruk Sulcus) [3,19]. Examination of furrow concentricity and search for strain indicators in light terrain led 
to the conclusion that there was no shear offset since formation of the light terrain [13]. Reexamination of this issue 
using improved coordinate control led to the conclusion that the furrows are concentric and that there is no evidence 
for disruption [17]. Others [18] also used the improved control but mapped furrows in regions additional to [17]. 
They [18] agreed with the earlier work which suggested -500 km of left-lateral shear offset, and supplemented this 
evidence with the identification of other offset structural features indicating the same magnitude and sense of shear. 
Improved mapping of the region between eastern Galileo and Perrine Regio will provide independent evidence for the 
occurrence, sense, and magnitude of shear offsets. Knowledge of the global arrangement of furrows, together with 
information on the morphology of individual furrows and the mode of emplacement of dark terrain, is critical to 
evaluating models for the origin of these giant tectonic systems. Four major questions about the structure of these 
systems are significant in deciphering the global-scale tectonic history of Ganymede. (1) Do areas not observed by 
Voyager contain continuations of the same systems, or are there other previously unrecognized systems? Addressing 
this question requires observation of dark terrain previously unseen at high resolution. (2) What is the age relation of 
furrows in the two hemispheres? The diagnostic superposition relations should occur in the leading-hemisphere gap 
in Voyager data. (3) Different researchers have reached different conclusions about whether the sub-Jovian furrows 
form a single system, or whether they form two overlapping systems centered hundreds of km apart. (4) There is 
controversy, described above, about whether large-scale shear offset disrupted the concentricity of the anti-Jovian 
furrows along the margin of Galileo Regio, during the earliest stages of grooved terrain deformation. There is some 
evidence for offset from the furrow geometry, but this is debated because of poor image resolution of the furrows in 
eastern Marius Regio near the center of curvature. There may also be other offset features, but they are too few to be 
conclusive. Compelling evidence for or against shear offsets probably occurs in the region of eastern Galileo Regio 
and western Perrine Regio, near the center of curvature of the sub-Jovian furrows. Geometry of the continuation of 
this system into eastern Galileo Regio should be a definitive indicator of the presence or absence of large-scale shear 
offsets. Recognition of large-scale shear offsets would drastically recast the prevailing view of regional- and global- 
scale processes of dark terrain breakup and grooved terrain formation. In order to address these very important issues 
we have developed a two-part observation and analysis strategy. First, to address questions (1) and (2), dark m a i n  
not previously observed at sufficient resolution will be covered as completely as possible. Second, to address 
questions (3) and (4), we have planned coverage of the link between eastern Galileo Regio and western Pemne Regio 
on Encounter G9. High-resolution coverage of several key furrowed areas will shed light on all these questions. 

NATURE OF BREAKUP OF DARK TERRAIN. Fragmentation and internal deformation of large 
blocks of dark terrain represent the initial stages of resurfacing and groove formation in the light terrain [20,21,22]. 
The dark-terrain fragments are progressively more affected by tectonic deformation and ice-volcanic resurfacing by 
light material. However the exact sequence and the relative importances of dark terrain tectonic deformation at 
different scales and light-material resurfacing are poorly understood because of the lack of high-resolution coverage of 
comparable areas in different stages of modification. There is general agreement on the basic concept of breakup of 
older dark terrain into progressively smaller blocks, but disagreement on stratigraphy of grooves and light materials. 
One study [20] suggests that breakup preceded a later stage of resurfacing which somehow preserved the older, 
throughgoing grooves outlining the lithospheric blocks. Others [21,22] agree that a more complicated history must 
have occurred in which resurfacing and groove deformation were interspersed; many of the oldest throughgoing 
grooves were later reactivated and occupied by younger tectonic features. The main reason for this divergence in 
views is that most of the critical morphologic details key to stratigraphic relations were at the resolution limit of the 
images. We have identified several areas of dark terrain and have also selected several areas of light terrain that include 
examples of adjacent fragmented dark terrain that should help to resolve these issues. 
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